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1. I succeeded our circle by conveying my interpretation of Onkochishin.
- Someone who cannot take good care of things cannot care about others either. 2. Choro Q’s
3. Seiichi Tsuchiya, Hayato Sato and Daichi Kitagawa
4. Advanced Power Train Engineering Division 2
5. Senior Expert
6. Toyota Motor Corporation
7. Japan
8. Abstract (approx. 400-500 words)
The circle to which I was assigned when I changed workplaces was polarized between young and veteran
workers and lacked active involvement by the young workers. I was hesitant to accept a request from the
sub-advisor to serve as circle leader due to my age of 51, but looking back on my own growth when more
experienced colleagues provided strict yet kind guidance, I resolved that I was the only one who could
communicate what I had learned from those colleagues to our young members. I believed that quality
control activities provided the ideal opportunity to do so and accepted the challenge.
What I wished to communicate
If you can’t treat things with respect, you won’t be able to treat people with respect, either.
Why have young people changed? I wanted to communicate what was good about the past to young
employees.
Year 1: Improving our ability to make improvements by treating things with respect
To inculcate a spirit of treating things with respect and avoiding waste in Sato-san (24 years old), I sought to
pass on veteran workers’ knowledge and skills. I was able to make a strong impression on him by having
him experience the long-cherished joy of drawing on your own intelligence and to communicate my own
philosophy of treating things with respect. The feeling that things should be treated with respect and waste
avoided took root and came to be a major motivating force behind the activities of our circle.
Year 2: Building interpersonal relationships by valuing connections
To bring our circle together, I appointed Sato-san to serve as leader of the group of young workers. I
communicated my philosophy of valuing connections, and the young workers who had exhibited an air of
resignation and passivity began to change their perspective and embrace a variety of challenges. With
Sato-san serving as leader, the young workers underwent a transformation in their awareness, and they were
able to increase their insight and experience. A sense that not maintaining meaningful personal connections
is itself wasteful took root among circle members, who grew significantly.
Year 3: Addressing difficult issues and working with related departments
All members experienced a sense of accomplishment through activities spanning multiple sections
undertaken to urgently improve profits. A sense that it’s also a waste to keep your insight and experience to
yourself spread throughout the facility and led to significant results. Watching these young workers, I grew
confident that in fact today is no different from the past.
Using my approach of learning from the past, I was able to communicate the idea that if you can’t treat
things with respect, you won’t be able to treat people with respect, either. Over the course of three years, I
transformed the circle and gained an understanding of the fact that you can facilitate the people’s growth
and development by taking a hands-on approach, watching and listening carefully, and establishing an
emotional connection.
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